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Address Solarcity Frankfurt (Oder) 
Im Technologiepark 1 
15236 Frankfurt (Oder)

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The Solarcity Frankfurt (Oder) is a center for pv module production in Germany. Frankfurt at the Oder is home of the biggest panel mass producers.
More than 1.000 new jobs have been created by international solar companies. International producers like First Solar, Odersun und Conergy
manufacture pv panels for the European solar market. Suppliers from Canada, Japan and Germany contribute in Eastbrandenburg as well. In total
3.700 people are directly employed in the solar industry in Berlin-Brandenburg. The region is ranked first in supporting development and application of
renewable energy in Germany. The first Solar Theme Park is currently built in Frankfurt (Oder). It has been awarded a very innovative venture within
the German Government Campaign „Land of ideas 2009“. Investmtents in solar total 500 Million Euros within the Solarregion Eastbrandenburg so far.
Based on a current ranking “European Cities & Regions of the Future 2008/09” compiled by the London financial publication FDI-Magazine, the Region
is listed among the top 25 locations for fdi in Europe.
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